Introduction {#sec1}
============

Computer scientist Joseph [@ref89]) observed that his secretary confided in a relatively simple computer program simulating a Rogerian therapist, seemingly disregarding its artificial nature. This suggests that attributions of competence guide communication. Automated psychotherapy dates to [@ref49]), and nowadays verbal-exchange-based psychotherapy is being successfully administered via the Internet (e.g. see [@ref6]). At the same time, chatbots increasingly emulate human interactive behavior ([@ref51]) and, masked as 'humans', try to influence public opinion ([@ref21]).

These phenomena foreground the question of how, in the absence of physical cues, specific sender attributions alter the processing of communicative content. The present research addresses this question, measuring brain responses evoked by written evaluative personality feedback given during virtual interaction by senders supposedly varying in competence. Feedback consisted of positive, neutral or negative trait adjectives. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) elicited by these single-word messages were analyzed and their brain sources localized.

Visual ERPs elicited by single emotional words devoid of communicative context differ from those evoked by neutral words ([@ref24]; [@ref44]; [@ref35]; [@ref32]). These differences are typically reflected in a larger early posterior negativity (EPN, [@ref44]) and a larger late positive potential (LPP) for emotional than for neutral words ([@ref38]; [@ref29]; [@ref35]; [@ref32]). While the EPN is associated with a spontaneous attention shift to emotional and arousing stimuli, likely reflecting an automatic conceptual tagging process ([@ref81]; [@ref45]), which has been found to be relatively robust to distracting tasks ([@ref45]), the LPP is thought to be involved in explicit stimulus evaluation and affective labeling and subject to controlled attention processes ([@ref80]; [@ref28]; [@ref25]). On the LPP, emotional content and explicit task have sometimes ([@ref82]; [@ref70]; [@ref74]), but not always ([@ref22]; [@ref45]) been found to interact. Emotion effects on earlier ERPs are mixed: some studies report modulations of the P1, the N1 or the P2 component ([@ref35]; [@ref83]; [@ref69]; [@ref39]; [@ref40]; [@ref41]), which have been related to early stages of stimulus detection and discrimination (P1, N1) and attention and lexical access (P2).

However, various communication models agree that semantic significance is an emergent property of the entire communicative situation ([@ref12]) and that sender attributes are critical in constructing such significance ([@ref85]). This view resonates with a more recent surge of interest in predictive mechanisms in psychology and neuroscience (e.g. [@ref5]; [@ref27]). Accordingly, studies have begun to address context effects in emotion processing ([@ref7]; [@ref8]). Emotional or self-referential contexts established by short sentences have been found to modulate face processing ([@ref19]; [@ref91]; [@ref20]; [@ref46];[@ref2] ; [@ref53]). Typically, congruence effects occur on the LPP, for example showing that negative context amplifies LPP amplitudes in response to negative expressions ([@ref19]; [@ref20]; [@ref2]). However, earlier modulations can also be observed, specifically for self-referential context, increasing EPN responses towards emotional expressions ([@ref2]; [@ref53]). In the area of emotional language, context variations include a speaker's gaze direction ([@ref68]) or self-relevance induced via pronouns ([@ref30]) or sentence addressee ([@ref23]; [@ref10]), as well as inferences about socio-emotional responses from prototypical vignette scenarios ([@ref52]).

Targeting the issue of perceived sender identity in virtual interaction as one important social context variable, in a recent scenario we told participants that they were interacting with either a human or a computer from whom they would receive written personality feedback. The computer was introduced as randomly acting ([@ref76]; [@ref75]) or as socially intelligent ([@ref73]). Both manipulations resulted in higher ERP amplitudes for feedback from supposed human senders, appearing as early as the P2 component, although participants received, in fact, random and identical feedback in both conditions. Positive and negative feedback also elicited larger brain responses than did neutral feedback. Moreover, processing of emotionally significant feedback was boosted when it was perceived as human-generated, as evident from interactions on the EPN ([@ref76]; [@ref73]) and P3 ([@ref73]; [@ref75]). However, human--computer differences decreased when the computer was said to be socially intelligent, indicating that factors other than human--computer differences affect content processing and help set processing priors in social interaction. Whether ERP responses in virtual interaction contexts differ depending on social attributes of putative human senders has not yet been investigated.

In a social psychology experiment, [@ref16]) had participants complete a short version of the Eysenck Personality Inventory, after which they received personality feedback from either high- or low-status therapists. Feedback that was inconsistent with the participants´ self-concept was more likely accepted when coming from high-status therapists. Thus, anticipated sender expertise leads recipients to ascribe more validity to the perceived feedback.

Indeed, updating and integration of feedback from others with one's self-concept are key aspects of communication ([@ref85]), likely activating mentalizing, self-reflection and embodied processing. Social neuroscience studies have identified the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex as a key mentalizing region that interacts with the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), which is thought to mediate self-reflective processes ([@ref54]). Mentalizing and embodied word processing also activate the somatosensory cortices (e.g. [@ref37]; Pulvermüller, 2005), whose responses are further modulated by affective significance ([@ref26]). Moreover, when processing social feedback, superior medial frontal activations are increased as a correlate of mentalizing about human interaction partners ([@ref36]; [@ref47]). Accordingly, source reconstructions of activation differences between human and computer senders revealed superior frontal and somatosensory cortex effects ([@ref73]) as well as large visual cortex activations. A recent fMRI-adapted variant of our original paradigm also revealed activations in superior medial prefrontal cortex, PCC and somatosensory structures (Schindler et al., 2019). The visual cortex activations have been suggested to index higher attention to messages from the human sender ([@ref76]), in line with the motivated attention model ([@ref50]), extending it from emotional content to contextual social significance.

The combined findings from social psychology and neuroscience imply that larger ERPs should be elicited by feedback from senders perceived as more competent, reflecting increased activity of structures involved in attention, mentalizing and updating of one's self-concept. To address this, we investigated whether and when sender expertise amplifies processing of language-based feedback in a virtual interaction scenario. In different experimental blocks, participants were told that they would receive personality feedback by an expert (a psychotherapist), a layperson or a randomly acting computer. Based on previous research, we expected higher ERP amplitudes for allegedly human than for allegedly computer feedback. We hypothesized this difference to be larger when supposedly interacting with an expert and investigated the timing of any effects. We also expected emotional content to impact feedback processing. In single-word processing studies (e.g. [@ref44]; [@ref45]; [@ref70]; [@ref71]), emotion effects have been most clearly seen on the EPN and to some extent also on the LPP component. However, previous studies with the present feedback design have revealed more variability with regard to their timing (cf. [@ref76]; [@ref73], [@ref75]), leading us to expect higher amplitudes for emotionally valent feedback without clear predictions about the timing of their onset. Overall, we analyzed the sequence of typical visual ERP components (N1, P2, EPN, P3 and LPP) with analyses of variance and evaluated the direction of any differences with orthogonal polynomial (linear, quadratic) trend analysis. Significant effects were further analyzed in source space to identify their cerebral generators.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Participants {#sec3}
------------

To obtain a sample size comparable to previous feedback studies ([@ref73]; [@ref75]), 39 undergraduates from Bielefeld University participated after providing written informed consent in a study approved by the local Ethics Committee. They received 14 Euros for participation. Seven participants were excluded due to large artifacts or technical problems including a fire alarm. One participant was excluded due to a reported acute anxiety disorder, and one because of confusion about the condition-run assignment. The resulting 30 participants (23 females) were 22.03 years of age on average (s.d. = 3.73), right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. For these, screenings with the Beck Depression Inventory and the State and Trait Anxiety Questionnaire (BDI, STAI: [@ref11]; [@ref86]) revealed no clinically relevant depression (*M* = 4.87, s.d. = 5.02) or anxiety scores (*M* = 37.60, s.d. = 9.54).

Stimuli {#sec4}
-------

The stimuli of [@ref75]) were used. These had been rated by 22 students, who did not participate in the ERP experiment, in terms of valence, arousal and concreteness. Raters had been instructed to consider the adjectives' valence and arousal in an interpersonal evaluative context. The selected 180 adjectives (70 positive, 40 neutral, 70 negative) were matched in their linguistic properties, such as word length, frequency, familiarity and regularity (see [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}). Positive and negative adjectives differed only in valence, while neutral adjectives were allowed to deviate on rated concreteness (see [Table 2](#TB2){ref-type="table"}), since truly neutral evaluative trait adjectives are rare.

###### 

Comparisons of positive, neutral and negative adjectives by one-way ANOVAs

  Variable                           Positive adjectives (*n* = 70)   Neutral adjectives (*n* = 40)   Negative adjectives (*n* = 70)   *F* (2,147)
  ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------- -----------------
  Valence                            7.34^a^ (0.63)                   4.94^b^ (0.28)                  2.85^c^ (0.67)                   1016.25^\*\*\*^
  Arousal                            4.66^a^ (0.76)                   3.2^b^ (0.82)                   4.78^a^ (0.74)                   60.96^\*\*\*^
  Concreteness                       2.86^a^ (1.01)                   5.11^b^ (1.51)                  3.18^a^ (0.66)                   65.70^\*\*\*^
  Word length                        9.30 (2.94)                      8.95 (2.43)                     8.79 (2.65)                      0.64
  Word frequency (per million)       493.69 (780.45)                  512.60 (703.15)                 483.43 (769.05)                  0.02
  Familiarity (absolute)             39934.16 (17585.69)              23488.33 (10506.85)             30036.70 (14497.37)              0.59
  Regularity (absolute)              265.70 (423.44)                  103.85 (186.28)                 208.61 (406.98)                  2.35
  Neighbors Coltheart (absolute)     4.60 (6.54)                      2.38 (2.95)                     3.21 (3.85)                      2.88
  Neighbors Levenshtein (absolute)   7.47 (8.31)                      4.70 (3.73)                     5.86 (6.06)                      2.38

Note: ^\*\*\*^*P* ≤ 0.001. Standard deviations appear in parentheses below means; means in the same row sharing the same superscript letter do not differ significantly from one another at *P* ≤ 0.05; means that do not share subscripts differ at *P* ≤ 0.05 based on LSD test post hoc comparisons

Procedure {#sec5}
---------

Participants were told that after a self-introduction, they would be evaluated by two unknown raters, one putatively an expert psychotherapist and one a layperson, and a randomly operating computer algorithm (within-design). The sequence of 'human sender' conditions was counterbalanced across participants, while the computer feedback was always in between, supposedly enabling the experimenter to switch judges in the adjacent laboratory room.

Upon arrival, participants were instructed to briefly describe themselves in a structured interview allegedly videotaped for both human judges to convey an impression of the participant, along with a short personality inventory that participants filled out. They also completed a demographic questionnaire, BDI and STAI (see above). As a manipulation check, participants also rated general expertise and competence of psychotherapists' and laypeople to evaluate others (see below and the Supplementary data). A research assistant left the testing room 15 min ahead of the fictitious feedback, guiding an 'unknown person' to a laboratory room next to the testing room to foster face validity.

Stimuli were presented by software described as 'Interactional Behavioral Systems' (implemented in Presentation software; [www.neurobehavioralsystems.com](http://www.neurobehavioralsystems.com/)) supposedly allowing instant online communication. The feedback was randomly generated in all conditions, but the 10 most positively rated and 10 most negatively rated adjectives were always rejected to increase face validity (e.g. brutal, visionary). Overall, 40 affirmative positive, 40 neutral and 40 affirmative negative feedback trials were administered. Color change (blue or purple, counterbalanced) of the presented adjective indicated whether or not the respective adjective applied to the participant. In the human condition, a color change between 1500 and 2500 ms after adjective onset indicated a decision by the respective interaction partner. This simulated varying feedback latencies in humans. In the computer condition, color changes occurred between 1400 and 1600 ms. Color changes always lasted for 1000 ms, followed by a fixation cross for 1000 to 1500 ms. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the procedure. Participants completed a post-experimental questionnaire about the experiment in general and feedback appropriateness. One of the final 30 participants reported spontaneously not to believe the presence of other participants (see Supplementary data). These data were nevertheless retained.

![Outline of the experimental design: Three different blocks of single word feedback presentation were used. Block 1 and 3 were counterbalanced and represented "expert" or "layperson" feedback, respectively, whereas Block 2 always represented computer feedback. Color change represents feedback applicability Color-significance assignment was counterbalanced across participants.](nsz075f1){#f1}

EEG recording and analyses {#sec6}
--------------------------

EEG was recorded from 128 BioSemi active electrodes ([www.biosemi.com](http://www.biosemi.com/)) at 2048 Hz. During recording, the common mode sense active electrode and the driven right leg passive electrode were used as reference and ground electrodes, respectively ([www.biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm](http://www.biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm)). Horizontal and vertical electrooculograms (EOGs) were monitored using four facial electrodes placed near the outer canthi and on the cheek below each pupil and used for EOG correction and artifact rejection.

Pre-processing was performed using SPM8 for EEG data (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>), and statistical analyses of the ERP data were performed using EMEGS ([@ref66]). Data were down-sampled to 250 Hz and band-pass-filtered from 0.16 to 30 Hz with a fifth-order Butter worth zero-phase-shift filter as applied in previous feedback studies (e.g. [@ref76]; [@ref73]; [@ref75]) to avoid spillover of effects from the word pre-viewing phase to the feedback phase. Filtered data were segmented from 500 ms before stimulus onset until 1000 ms after stimulus presentation. Results are presented without baseline correction in order to avoid introduction of pre-baseline differences into the feedback phase. However, there were no apparent differences in the 200 ms immediately preceding the color change (see [Figures 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and control analyses with baseline correction lead to analogous results. For trials with individual channels exceeding a threshold of 160 μV peak-to-peak, automatic artifact detection was used. Data were averaged, using a robust averaging algorithm, excluding possible further artifacts ([@ref56]). Overall, 6.61% of all electrodes were interpolated and 18% of all trials were rejected, leaving on average 32.81 trials per condition. There were no differences in the number of rejected trials as a function of sender (*F*~(2,58)~ = 1.30, *P* = 0.28, partial η^2^ = 0.04), feedback content (*F*~(2,58)~ = 1.75, *P* = 0.18, partial η^2^ = 0.06) or their interaction (*F*~(4,116)~ = 0.58, *P* = 0.68, partial η^2^ = 0.02).

![Difference topographies for the occipital electrode cluster in the N1 and EPN time windows. Blue color indicates more negativity and red color more positivity for the respective comparison. Waveforms for electrode PO9h illustrate the ERP time courses for the three senders over left-occipital areas.](nsz075f2){#f2}

![Centro-parietal effects of sender and emotion. (A) Sender difference topographies: red color indicates more positivity, and blue color indicates more negativity for the respective human sender. (B) Emotion difference topographies: red indicates more positivity, and blue indicates more negativity for emotional feedback. ERP waveforms for electrode CPz show the time courses for sender and emotion main effects.](nsz075f3){#f3}

ERP components were scored in time windows from 180 to 220 ms to investigate N1 effects, 150 to 200 ms for P2, 250 to 350 ms for EPN, 300 to 400 ms for P3, 400 to 650 ms for early LPP and 650 to 900 ms for late LPP effects (see also [@ref73]). For the N1 and EPN time windows, two symmetrical occipital clusters of nine electrodes each were examined (left: I1, OI1, O1, PO9, PO9h, PO7, P9, P9h, P7; right: I2, OI2, PO10, PO10h, PO8, P10, P10h, P8). For the P2, P3 and LPP time windows, a large central cluster was investigated (26 electrodes: FCC1h, FCC2h, C3h, C1, C1h, Cz, C2h, C2, C4h, CCP3h, CCP1, CCP1h, CCPz, CCP2h, CCP2, CCP4h, CPz, CPP1, CPPz, CPP2, P1h, Pz, P2h, PPO1h, PPOz, PPO2h; e.g. [@ref76], 2016a, 2018).

Source reconstructions for time windows with significant ERP differences were computed and statistically assessed with SPM8 for EEG ([@ref55]). A realistic boundary element head model (BEM) was derived from SPM's template head model based on a Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain. Electrode positions were transformed to match the template head, which generates reasonable results even when an individual subject's head differs from the template ([@ref56]). Average electrode positions as provided by BioSemi were co-registered with the cortical mesh template which was used to calculate the forward solution. The inverse solution was calculated via group inversion ([@ref55]) and SPM's multiple sparse priors algorithm applied.

Statistical analyses {#sec7}
--------------------

Three (sender: human expert, computer, layperson) by three (emotion: negative, neutral, positive) repeated-measures ANOVAs were calculated for time windows and electrode clusters of interest. To follow up on significant effects, we tested the hypothesis that feedback from the expert should induce the largest amplitude increase, followed by the layperson, and finally the computer. Therefore, linear (expert 1, layperson 0 and computer −1) and quadratic (expert 1, layperson −2 and computer 1) trends were calculated. For emotion effects, amplitude increase in response to both positive and negative feedback was anticipated. To test this, again, linear (positive 1, neutral 0, negative −1) and quadratic trends (positive 1, neutral −2, negative 1) were compared to identify the shape of the effects. Partial eta-squared (partial η^2^) was estimated to describe effect sizes ([@ref15]). When Mauchly's test indicated a violation of sphericity, degrees of freedom were corrected according to Greenhouse--Geisser, reporting corrected *P* values and effect sizes.

Statistical analyses in source space were restricted to time windows that were significant at the scalp and focused on the same contrasts. 3D reconstructions were generated as NIFTI images (voxel size = 2 mm \* 2 mm \* 2 mm), which were smoothed using an 8 mm full-width half-maximum filter. Similar to previous studies ([@ref74]), we describe statistical differences in source activity of voxels differing at least at an uncorrected threshold of *P* \< 0.001 and a minimum of 25 significant voxels per cluster. Family-wise error (FWE)-corrected results with a threshold of *P* \< .05 are also reported in all tables. Activated brain regions were identified using the LONI atlas ([@ref84]).

![Interaction between sender and emotion in the P3 time window. (A) Difference topographies comparing amplitudes elicited by neutral feedback (left panel) and emotional feedback (right panel, across negative and positive) for the indicated sender pairs. Red color indicates more positivity and blue color more negativity. (B) Mean amplitudes in microvolts over the centro-parietal sensor cluster are displayed for all types of feedback. Error bars are ± 1 SEM. Whereas the two human senders did not differ from each other in the response to emotional feedback they elicited, the expert elicited stronger responses to neutral feedback.](nsz075f4){#f4}

Results {#sec8}
=======

Manipulation check {#sec9}
------------------

Before testing, participants answered four questions regarding their beliefs about psychotherapists' ability to evaluate others (for details, see Supplementary data). Participants indeed rated psychotherapists as more competent than laypersons in their ability to evaluate others (*M*~diff~ = 3.08, s.d. = 0.50). Post-experimental questioning about the overall appropriateness of feedback decisions showed a main effect of sender (*F*~(2,56)~ = 9.19, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.247). Although, in fact on average identical, expert (*M* = 3.24, s.d. = 0.74) and layperson feedback (*M* = 3.03, s.d. = 0.68) was rated more appropriate than computer feedback (*M* = 2.52, s.d. = 0.69; *P* = 0.001 and 0.007). The linear contrast explained rated sender feedback appropriateness best (*F*~(1,\ 28)~ = 13.39, *P* = 0.001; 94% of the sender variance), while the quadratic contrast was not significant (*F*~(1,\ 28)~ = 1.50, *P* = 0.231), the latter indicating that laypersons were judged intermediate in expertise.

N1 {#sec10}
--

As illustrated in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the occipital sensor cluster showed a main effect of sender (*F*~(2,58)~ = 3.27, *P* = 0.045, partial η^2^ = 0.101). The linear contrast revealed that feedback by the expert elicited more negativity than did feedback by the computer (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 6.00, *P* = 0.021; 99% of the sender variance). The absence of a quadratic effect (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 0.047, *P* = 0.830) confirmed a linear increase with increasing attributed expertise (see right panel of [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). No other effects approached significance.

P2 {#sec11}
--

For P2, the central region illustrated in [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} showed a main effect of sender (*F*~(2,58)~ = 3.23, *P* = 0.047, partial η^2^ = 0.100). Again, the linear contrast revealed that feedback from the expert elicited more positivity than did feedback from the computer (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 6.00, *P* = 0.021; 99% of the sender variance). The quadratic contrast was not significant (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 0.051, *P* = .823), supporting a linear amplitude increase with attributed expertise. The main effect of emotion and its interaction with sender did not approach significance.

EPN {#sec12}
---

Consistent with [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, a sender effect was found from 250 to 350 ms (*F*~(2,58)~ = 7.62, *P* = 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.208). The linear contrast revealed that feedback from the expert elicited more negativity than did computer feedback (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 9.43, *P* = 0.005; 88% of the sender variance). The absence of a clear quadratic effect (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 3.18, *P* = 0.085; 12% of the sender variance) confirms a linear increase with increasing attributed expertise. No other effects were clearly significant (*F*s \< 2.72, *P* \> 0.074).

P3 {#sec13}
--

A central region was responsive between 300 and 400 ms to both sender (*F*~(2,58)~ = 12.867, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.307) and emotional content (*F*~(2,58)~ = 12.874, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.307; see [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Feedback by the expert elicited more positivity than that by the computer sender (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 15.64, *P* \< 0.001; linear trend 92% of the sender variance). The marginal quadratic contrast (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 4.13, *P* = 0.051; 8%) indicates that the layperson fell between the other two but closer to the expert (see [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, upper right). For the emotion main effect *(F*~(2,58)~ = 12.874, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.307), the quadratic contrast confirmed the impression in the lower-right panel of [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and the right panel of [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} that both positive and negative feedback elicited larger P3 responses than did neutral feedback (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 25.98, *P* \< 0.001; 97% of the emotion variance). The linear contrast not approaching significance (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 0.81, *P* = 0.376) indicates that positive and negative did not differ.

![Source estimations for effects of the human expertise (post hoc *t*-tests are displayed, *P* \< .001).](nsz075f5){#f5}

An interaction between sender and emotion (*F*~(4,116)~ = 2.51, *P* = 0.046, partial η^2^ = 0.080; see [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that processing of feedback content differed depending on its source. Further trend analysis across all three senders revealed a significant quadratic by quadratic interaction (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 5.04, *P* = 0.033; 61% of the sender by emotion interaction), suggesting that the above reported quadratic emotion effect differed between the senders. In effect, whereas processing of emotional feedback increased in a quadratic manner for both human senders, neutral feedback increased linearly (*F*~(1,29)~ = 17.92, *P \<* 0.001; 99% of the variance of the sender effect on neutral feedback), rather than in a u-shape (quadratic *P* \> 0.75), revealing selective processing of neutral content when coming from the expert (see also [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

LPP {#sec14}
---

A central sensor cluster was responsive to sender information and emotional content, resulting in main effects of sender (*F*~(2,58)~ = 12.60, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.302) and emotion (*F*~(2,58)~ = 10.81, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.272; see [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) in the early LPP (400--650 ms). The linear contrast revealed that feedback by the expert elicited a stronger positivity than did feedback by the computer (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 15.40, *P* \< 0.001; 83% of the sender variance), but the quadratic contrast was also significant (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 6.57, *P* = 0.016; 17%), suggesting no substantial difference between the two human senders. Emotion (*F*~(2,58)~ = 10.81, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.272) provided only a quadratic contrast, with positive and negative feedback eliciting larger responses than neutral feedback (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 27.43, *P* \< 0.001; 98%; linear contrast *F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 0.32, *P* = 0.572). There was no interaction between sender and emotion.

As shown in [Figures 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the amplitude of the late LPP (650--900 ms) also responded to sender identity and emotional content of the feedback, as reflected in main effects of sender (*F*~(2,58)~ = 7.27, *P* = 0.002, partial η^2^ = 0.200) and emotional content (*F*~(2,58)~ = 14.77, *P* \< 0.001, partial η^2^ = 0.337). The linear contrast revealed that feedback by the expert elicited a stronger positivity than did the computer sender (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 10.13, *P* = 0.003; 75% of the sender variance), whereas the quadratic contrast was marginal (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 3.93, *P* = 0.057; 25%), suggesting that the layperson fell between the other two but closer to the expert. Emotion provided a quadratic contrast (*F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 26.45, *P* \< 0.001, 96% of the emotion variance; linear *F*~(1,\ 29)~ = 1.25, *P* = 0.27). There was no interaction between sender and emotion.

Source reconstruction {#sec15}
---------------------

The significant findings on the scalp guided source-space analyses, leading us to focus on linear effects of sender in the N1/P2, EPN/P3 and late LPP time windows, quadratic effects of emotion in the P3 and LPP time windows and the sender-dependent difference for neutral feedback in the P3 time window. Since source estimations use all sensors per time window, partly overlapping time windows were collapsed to avoid multiple statistical tests of overlapping data and to obtain more concise results.

Accounting for linear effects of sender in the N1/P2 time window, the expert was found to elicit more activity in precentral and left middle frontal areas (see [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#TB2){ref-type="table"}). Later in the EPN/P3 and late LPP time windows, linear sender effects revealed more activity in broad visual, parietal, frontal and somatosensory regions as well as the posterior cingulate (see [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#TB2){ref-type="table"}). In particular, the expert elicited large and sustained activity in broad superior frontal regions. Control analyses (not shown) revealed that in the N1/P2 window the layperson--computer contrast was not associated with any specific supra-threshold activity in source space, whereas in later time windows the layperson--computer contrast fell within the same areas as did the expert--computer contrast, albeit less pronounced, in line with the notion of a linear activity increase with expertise in these areas. The quadratic contrast of expert and layperson *vs* computer did not reveal any supra-threshold activity.

###### 

Source estimations for linear sender effects

  Cluster-level                                         Peak-level   MNI coordinates   LONI               
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------ ----------------- ------ ----- ----- -------------------
  N1/P2 time window (150--220 ms)                                                                         
  Expert \> computer                                                                                      
   66                                                   3.33         \<0.001           −30    24    48    Mid frontal G L
   155                                                  3.40         \<0.001           22     −14   68    Precentral G R
  EPN/P3 time window (250--400 ms) Expert \> computer                                                     
   1303 (561^a^)                                        6.03         \<0.001           10     −72   −4    Lingual G R
   978 (506^a^)                                         5.89         \<0.001           −20    −72   −12   Inf occipital G L
   204 (147^a^)                                         5.42         \<0.001           0      −32   24    Cingulate G R
   965 (325^a^)                                         4.97         \<0.001           22     −16   72    Precentral G R
   545                                                  4.36         \<0.001           −20    −14   70    Precentral G L
   308                                                  4.32         \<0.001           18     −82   42    Sup occipital G R
   179                                                  3.87         \<0.001           16     −56   68    Sup parietal G R
   47                                                   3.69         \<0.001           −6     −86   34    Cuneus L
   57                                                   3.52         \<0.001           52     4     2     Precentral G R
   36                                                   3.48         \<0.001           −18    −54   68    Sup parietal G L
   78                                                   3.44         \<0.001           −38    −70   12    Mid occipital G L
  Late LPP time window (650--900 ms)                                                                      
  Expert \> computer                                                                                      
   785 (252^a^)                                         5.19         \<0.001           12     −80   −12   Lingual G R
   431 (139^a^)                                         5.06         \<0.001           −18    −76   −14   Inf occipital G L
   200                                                  3.93         \<0.001           20     −82   40    Mid occipital G R
   146                                                  3.80         \<0.001           0      −32   24    Cingulate G L
   156                                                  3.61         \<0.001           −46    −80   12    Mid occipital G L
   155                                                  3.61         \<0.001           −18    8     62    Sup frontal G L
   124                                                  3.49         \<0.001           12     6     66    Sup frontal G R
   76                                                   3.30         \<0.001           −14    −24   66    Precentral G L

Notes. ^a^Resulting cluster size when the FWE-corrected threshold of *P* \< .05 (≥25 significant voxels) was used. Number of significant voxels = the number of voxels that differ significantly between both conditions. Peak *P*-unc = uncorrected *P* value. For each significant peak, respective coordinates (*x*, *y* and *z*) are displayed in MNI space. A cluster may exhibit more than one peak, while only the largest peak is reported. Area = peak-level brain region as identified by the LONI atlas. R/L = laterality right or left. G = gyrus; Inf = inferior, Mid = middle, Sup = superior

![Source estimations for the main effect of emotion (post hoc *t*-tests are displayed, *P* \< .001).](nsz075f6){#f6}

For the emotion main effect, significant differences were found in the P3 and LPP time windows (see [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#TB3){ref-type="table"}). According to quadratic contrasts analogous to those in scalp space, visual cortex as well as parietal, posterior cingulate and left superior frontal areas were more active for emotional feedback.

Source estimations of the P3 scalp--interaction showed that neutral feedback by the expert induced more activity in the left medial superior frontal gyrus than did neutral feedback by the layperson and by the computer. No differences were observed between neutral feedback from the layperson and the computer or between emotional feedback from the senders (see [Figure 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#TB4){ref-type="table"}).

![Source estimations for sender by emotion interaction (post hoc *t*-tests are displayed, *P* \< .001, within global sender by emotion interactions *P* \< .001).](nsz075f7){#f7}

###### 

Source estimations for emotion main effects

  Cluster-level                         Peak-level   MNI coordinates   LONI               
  ------------------------------------- ------------ ----------------- ------ ----- ----- -------------------
  P3 time window (300--400 ms)                                                            
   238 (60^a^)                          4.91         \<0.001           −32    −52   40    Sup parietal G L
   213 (47^a^)                          4.85         \<0.001           −36    −50   36    Angular G L
   977 (43^a^)                          4.80         \<0.001           6      −82   −8    Lingual G R
   209                                  4.53         \<0.001           48     −78   −6    Mid occipital G R
   171                                  4.32         \<0.001           0      −32   24    Cingulate G R
   328                                  3.92         \<0.001           −28    −84   10    Mid occipital G L
   446                                  3.84         \<0.001           −12    −78   −12   Lingual G L
   36                                   3.30         \<0.001           −22    2     64    Sup frontal G L
  Early LPP time window (400--650 ms)                                                     
   483                                  4.22         \<0.001           12     −84   −8    Lingual G R
   108                                  4.09         \<0.001           −30    −52   38    Sup parietal G L
   89                                   4.03         \<0.001           30     −50   38    Sup parietal G R
   186                                  3.62         \<0.001           −42    36    14    Inf frontal G L
   145                                  3.33         \<0.001           −12    −80   −12   Inf occipital G L
  Late LPP time window (650--900 ms)                                                      
   102                                  3.63         \<0.001           18     −88   −12   Inf occipital G R
   75                                   3.42         \<0.001           −10    −84   40    Sup occipital G L
   60                                   3.27         \<0.001           −38    34    14    Inf frontal G L

Notes. ^a^Resulting cluster size when FWE-corrected threshold of *P* \< .05 (≥25 significant voxels) was used. Number of significant voxels = the number of voxels that differ significantly between both conditions. Peak *P*-unc = uncorrected *P* value. For each significant peak, respective coordinates (*x*, *y* and *z*) are displayed in MNI space. A cluster may exhibit more than one peak, in which case only the highest peak is reported. Area = peak-level brain region as identified by the LONI atlas. R/L = laterality right or left. G = gyrus; Inf = inferior, Mid = middle, Sup = superior

###### 

Source estimations for the sender by emotion interaction

  Cluster-level                         Peak-level   MNI coordinates   LONI             
  ------------------------------------- ------------ ----------------- ------ ---- ---- -----------------
  P3 time window (300--400 ms)                                                          
  Expert neutral \> layperson neutral                                                   
   62                                   3.85         \<0.001           −6     52   32   Sup frontal G L
  Expert neutral \> computer neutral                                                    
   62                                   2.97         \<0.005           −8     48   38   Sup frontal G L

Notes. Peak *P*-unc = uncorrected *P* value. For each significant peak, respective coordinates (*x*, *y* and *z*) are displayed in MNI space. Area = peak-level brain region as identified by the LONI atlas. R/L = laterality right or left. G = gyrus; Sup = superior

Discussion {#sec16}
==========

The present study investigated the effect of attributed sender expertise on processing of socio-emotional verbal feedback in a virtual communication scenario. Participants expected feedback from a psychotherapist (expert), an unspecified other person (layperson) or a randomly acting computer. In fact, all conditions were computer-generated and on average identical. This allowed isolation of the effect of sender attribution in the absence of physical clues and previous interaction experience.

Attributed expertise rapidly drove brain responses in a linear fashion: within 200 ms, expert feedback prompted larger responses than did computer feedback, with layperson feedback intermediate. The general pattern persisted across all analyzed time windows but was more pronounced for early ERPs (N1, P2 and EPN). Here, a linear effect of expertise was clearly confirmed and corresponded to participants' ratings of feedback appropriateness. In line with the notion of a social prediction mechanism, responses to (on average) the same feedback were larger and occurred faster, when participants ascribed more expertise to the sender. Acceleration may be unique to human expertise, as it did not occur when more social competence was ascribed to a computer ([@ref73]). Scalp ERPs are consistent with attentional highlighting of feedback from apparently more significant senders and the general literature on object-based attention mechanisms (e.g. [@ref22]; [@ref79]), but source localization further implicates higher-level processes. The effect of affirmative expert feedback in the N1/P2 time window was manifest in superior frontal and premotor activations in regions previously associated with self-reflection ([@ref61]; [@ref18]; [@ref3]) and embodied processing ([@ref1]) and only later, in the EPN and P3 window, spread across occipital, parietal and additional frontal brain regions. The current temporal precedence of frontal over posterior brain activity might be due to the block design, where putative sender identity was kept constant within a block, enabling participants to prepare for significant feedback and potentially simulate what their presumed counterpart thought about them and was trying to convey to them.

Early emotion effects or interactions between emotion and sender were not detected. Although many single-word processing studies show such early emotion effects (e.g. [@ref83]; [@ref9]), probably most robustly for the EPN (see [@ref34], for review), previous studies using emotional adjectives in a feedback context have revealed more variability ([@ref76]; [@ref73], [@ref75]). This may be due to the pre-viewing phase in this as well as most of our previous feedback studies. Because there is time to process the word content during this pre-viewing phase, feedback disclosure may have foregrounded sender identity more than the content itself. Indeed, a separate analysis of the present pre-viewing phase revealed content main effects for both the N1 and the EPN ([@ref78]). On the other hand, a different design using the same material as here, but disclosing the sender after word content, revealed late emotion effects, both during the pre-viewing period and during the feedback phase, suggesting a general temporal precedence of sender processing over content processing ([@ref75]). Together, these data suggest that there is no fixed time point at which emotional significance is extracted from a word (and possibly also other stimuli) and that even minimal contexts can affect timing, although in typical psycho-linguistic experiments the EPN window seems most robustly responsive (see also [@ref78], for further discussion).

Enhanced processing of feedback from both human senders continued in the P3 window, where positive and negative feedback prompted larger responses than neutral one. Moreover, an intriguing interaction occurred: Neutral feedback from the expert elicited a higher P3 amplitude than the same feedback from the layperson, whereas for positive and negative feedback, amplitudes did not differ between expert and layperson.

Larger brain responses to neutral feedback from the expert may indicate a unique effect of human expertise and perhaps 'psychotherapy expertise' in particular: [@ref89]) noted that conversation partners tend to attribute deeper meaning to utterances from psychotherapists, even to those that may appear uninformed or non-sensical otherwise. He stated that this process 'has a crucial psychological utility in that it serves the speaker to maintain his sense of being heard and understood. The speaker further defends his impression (which in real life may be illusory), by attributing to his conversational partner all sorts of background knowledge, insights and reasoning ability. But again, these are the speaker's (i.e. Eliza program user's) contribution to the conversation' ([@ref89], p. 42). Regarding emotional feedback, specific expertise or authority seemed to play less of a role, as the responses to the putative layperson feedback did not differ from those to the expert. Only when the sender was denoted as acting randomly, suggesting no particular expertise, were brain responses to emotional feedback much smaller, although still significantly larger than those elicited by neutral feedback in this sender condition.

Supporting the notion that in particular neutral feedback from the expert prompts further cognitive processes in the receiver, source analysis revealed superior frontal cortex structures close to the mid-line as generators of the stronger response to neutral feedback supposedly given by the expert. These structures form part of a mentalizing network supporting higher-order social inferences from stories ([@ref31]) or complex scenes (Sugiura Motoaki *et al.*, 2009). Similar activations have been observed as correlates of mentalizing about interactions with humans rather than computers ([@ref43]; [@ref13]; [@ref77]). Broad superior frontal networks close to the cerebral midline are also crucially involved in detecting and incorporating conflicting feedback from others ([@ref90]), eventually altering self-evaluations ([@ref47]; [@ref48]). Its present localization is therefore consistent with the thesis that participants' higher significance expectations for the more competent sender induce more mentalizing about inherently neutral feedback.

As a caveat regarding the above interpretation, we acknowledge that, at least regarding the rated person-descriptiveness, neutral adjectives were less concrete than positive and negative adjectives. Since concreteness and emotional content have been shown to interact, possible effects of this difference merit discussion: Whereas [@ref38]) and [@ref63]) reported bigger emotional--neutral ERP differences for concrete words, other studies report larger emotion effects for abstract words ([@ref33]; see also [@ref34], for review). As these findings are somewhat inconsistent, it is difficult to predict how the fact that neutral traits had been rated as less concrete than emotional traits regarding their person-descriptiveness might have impacted the present findings. Still, we find it unlikely that an interaction between emotion and concreteness would affect only one specific sender block (expert) or only one specific ERP component or that the effect would localize to a brain region that is typically and most prominently associated with theory of mind, mentalizing and social cognition (see [neurosynth.org](http://neurosynth.org) database for the respective top associations). Nevertheless, this possibility needs to be considered. We hope to settle the issue empirically in the future.

For the LPP, separate main effects of sender and emotion revealed a stronger impact of human feedback in general as well as of positive and negative feedback, replicating previous research ([@ref76]; Schindler & Kissler, 2016, 2018) and further confirming larger late ERPs for emotional than for neutral contents ([@ref45]; [@ref70]; [@ref32]).

LPP main effects were localized in the extended visual cortex, where sender and content effects partly overlapped, as well as in parietal, somatosensory and frontal areas. Visual and superior occipital activations are typically found in reading studies ([@ref62]; [@ref57]), and the present pattern is in line with emotional content ([@ref88]; [@ref81]; [@ref65]) and communicative context tuning mechanisms of 'motivated attention' ([@ref50]), confirming its extension from stimulus-driven emotional to contextual social significance (see also [@ref76]).

Furthermore, posterior cingulate regions were found to be activated by putative human feedback. The PCC, next to visual and lingual areas, shows reliable activation in response to written narratives ([@ref67]) and has been likewise suggested to sub-serve controlled and automatic self-reflective processes ([@ref54]). Supporting evidence for the PCC's role also comes from social preference tasks ([@ref14]) or comparisons of evaluative feedback with performance feedback ([@ref64]). Therefore, the PCC along with the medial prefrontal cortex is seen as an integral node of the metalizing network ([@ref60]; [@ref87]; [@ref72]). The fact that PCC, next to frontal and somatosensory activations, was also found active in a recent fMRI variant of this paradigm (Schindler and Kissler, 2018) adds to the credibility of these localizations, although PCC is a relatively deep structure and has not been localized in the previous EEG studies ([@ref76]; [@ref73]). Increased experimental power as well as the increased complexity and mentalizing requirements of the present scenario may have contributed to this finding.

Sender attributions activated frontal areas earlier and to a greater extent than did emotional content. Premotor and somatosensory activations are consistent with the notion of embodied processing as an integral part of both social cognition and processing of emotional stimuli ([@ref58]). The time course of the effects suggests that parsing of sender identity, as an important social context variable, sets the stage for subsequent content processing which it can dynamically tune. Notably, the extent to which structures theoretically related to somatosensory processing were activated by identical stimuli depended on the perceived feedback source, implying that embodied processing, that is the (co-)activation of brain structures that represent our bodies and mediate awareness of bodily states, is not a fixed property of stimuli such as emotion concepts ([@ref59]).

Both feedback source, specifically attributed sender competence and feedback content activated visual cortex for several hundred milliseconds. Yet, these effects showed distinct temporal profiles, with source effects preceding content effects and increasing mostly linearly with attributed sender competence, whereas content effects started only with the P3 and mostly responded in a u-shaped manner to emotional content, essentially reflecting stimulus arousal. On the LPP, both attributed feedback source and content acted in parallel, raising the question of what drives visual cortex activity here. For one, intrinsic properties of the visual cortex may exhibit such different tuning profiles: sender and content effects, while both increasing visual cortex activity, may still be separable within the extended visual cortex via multivariate methods (e.g. [@ref17]; King & Deheane, 2014). On the other hand, regarding similar effects of emotion and attention on the visual cortex (e.g. Ferrari, Cardinale, & Codispoti, 2008), parallel re-entrant amplification effects from distant cerebral structures have been implicated as drivers of visual emotion effects. This is most notably the case for projections originating in the amygdala (e.g. [@ref88]). Similar principles may well be at work in the present scenario. Some of the frontal, parietal or even cingulate sources localized for the sender effects may drive the visual cortex. In parallel, subcortical structures too deep to be localized in an EEG study may also be active. In fact, a simpler fMRI variant of this paradigm revealed subcortical activations in the amygdala and ventral striatum for feedback content and in extended mentalizing regions for feedback source (Schindler et al., 2019). Whether and what kind of functional relationship exists between the visual cortex and other cerebral regions in the present paradigm awaits further investigation.

Overall, present results indicate that structures involved in mentalizing and embodied simulation are rapidly activated to determine the personal significance of single-word feedback in a quasi-interactive scenario, underscoring that subjective significance is an emergent property of processing the entire communicative situation as it is represented by the individual (e.g. [@ref12]). In the age of online virtual interaction, communication often relies on representations that build on few, if any, physical cues, underscoring the importance of understanding the attribution mechanisms involved. These play a key role in online therapy and may also underlie manipulation of public opinion via electronic media. Combining EEG's inherently high temporal resolution with advanced source analysis methods afforded by high-density scalp coverage, this study delineates some of these mechanisms.
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======================
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Click here for additional data file.
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